First On the Scene

Designed as an all-in-one, standardized solution for first responders, Industries for the Blind and Visually Impaired’s (IBVI’s) Direct Response Aid Kit (DRAK) offers a comprehensive selection of tools, equipment, and resources to effectively deal with emergency medical situations. Meeting military requirements and needs, our expert team assembles, packs, crates and ships completed kits to requested destinations with detailed instructions inside of each kit to assist in their use.

- This bag is designed to allow the user to wear it on the shoulder, in a sling style or as a waist pack. The MOLLE on the back of the pouch permits this bag to be mounted to a larger pack, vest or belt.
- Designed as a complete solution for emergency situations
- Includes everything needed for medical needs in the field—making standardization across military branches easy
- Available in a wide variety of color options
- Berry Compliant
- TAA Compliant

Our Kits Include:

- Nasopharyngeal
- FEMA Marking Stickers
- Tourniquet
- Bandage Pack
- Emergency Blanket
- Skin Marker
- Dehydration Relief
- Disposable CPR Mask and Gloves
- And More
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These kits can be purchased from your base’s AbilityOne base supply center.

J-0006 (orange), J-0006BN (brown) and J-000BK (black)